
	  

	  

 

ICT Executive Profile   
Based on feedback from the annual survey around 
having access to more senior women as role 
models, each month we have an executive profile 
compiled from 7 questions posed to key executive 
women in the ICT industry 

 

Michele Falls 

FITT Treasurer 
  

 

 

What is your current role and what is your 
scope?   
I now have my own business where I work with a 
small group of other companies to provide them with 
financial and accounting services.  Most of these 
companies are in the IT space, though there are 
some in other industries, which is great for me in 
terms of variety and exposure to new and different 
aspects of business. This in conjunction with my 
FITT Treasurer role keeps me pretty busy. 

What attracted you to a career in ICT? 
 
I fell into it really. After a start in the Financial 
services industry, mostly working for Merchant 

banks, I took a huge career move and packed 
my bags to leave the City and work out at 
Parramatta for the Woolworth's IT division. 
There I was the Finance lead for the division 
and have not left IT since. 

 
 
 
Tell us about the highpoints and lowpoints of 
your career? 
 
I found working for Woollies very rewarding, and it 
was great to get an insight into not only IT but also 
retail. It's what brought me to the understanding that 
it really doesn't matter what industry you're in, there 
can be found something exciting anywhere you work 
- it's what you make of it. 

Another highlight, much later in my career, came 
when I was offered a role in Singapore with British 
Telecom. I had been working for them in Sydney, 
and was offered a great opportunity to move to 
Singapore on contract, so I always had a leg back to 
home, whilst being able to enjoy the challenge of 
working with a different culture, and in a country 
which was geographically so much closer to the rest 
of the world. 

I try not to think too much about the low points, 
though I would say there have been a few. In 
retrospect, they're really not all that bad, and I think 
there are less and less as I become more 
experienced - probably it's just that I'm more mature 
and grounded in how I approach things that don't go 
my way now - I hope so anyway. 

 
What does work life balance mean to you? 
 
I love the challenge that work can offer, but in the 
end it's spending time with my family that drives me. 
It's been particularly hard sometimes, especially 
working for multinationals as I've done - those 
different time zones really can take their toll. 

To me, work life balance means being able to take 
the challenge of work, but also knowing how to 
couple that with your personal life - there should 
always be both give and take on the work front, 
never all a one way street. 

 



	  

	  

What attracted and kept you in the ICT industry 
throughout your career? 
 
As I said earlier, I fell into IT really. That said, now 
I'm so involved in it, I do love working around IT 
people as they're switched on to the newest 
technologies and open to innovation and change. 
There are so many aspects to IT, I think unless 
you're involved it's hard to realise that it's not all 
cutting code or the IT support person who fixes your 
PC, it's so much more from the R&D and 
conceptualisation phases to project implementation 
and through support and more. 

 
What ambitions personal or professional do you 
still want to achieve? 
 
I want to be able to continue to work on my own 
terms for a long time to come. Develop my business 
and hopefully garner more knowledge of different 
types of businesses.  

On a personal level, I work to travel. There are so 
many places to visit and things to see and do - when 
we travel our eyes are opened to new experiences 
and how other people live their lives - it's all so 
different and interesting, I simply can't get enough. 

 
What’s the one piece of advice you'd give to 
yourself starting out on your career?  
 
Don't be so worried about what other people 
think of you. Live your life on your terms. You 
certainly need to be self aware, and conscious 
of how you are perceived, but your own opinion 
and desires really must count. Let them be 
known to others. Just don't be afraid to go for 
what you want and let others around you know 
what that is. 

 
 
NB: As appeared on FITT e-newsletter August 
2015and also features on the website. 
 
Become a member and find out more about us on 
www.fitt.org.au  
Connect with us LinkedIn, Facebook & Twitter!  
 

 


